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Contactless Ultrasound Generation in a Crucible

VALDIS BOJAREVICS, GEORGI S. DJAMBAZOV, and KOULIS A. PERICLEOUS

Ultrasound treatment is used in light alloys during solidification to refine microstructure,
remove gas, or disperse immersed particles. A mechanical sonotrode immersed in the melt is
most effective when probe tip vibrations lead to cavitation. Liquid contact with the probe can be
problematic for high temperature or reactive melts leading to contamination. An alternative
contactless method of generating ultrasonic waves is proposed, using electromagnetic (EM)
induction. As a bonus, the EM force induces vigorous stirring distributing the effect to treat
larger volumes of material. In a typical application, the induction coil surrounding the cru-
cible—also used to melt the alloy—may be adopted for this purpose with suitable tuning.
Alternatively, a top coil, immersed in the melt (but still contactless due to EM force repulsion)
may be used. Numerical simulations of sound, flow, and EM fields suggest that large pressure
amplitudes leading to cavitation may be achievable with this method.

DOI: 10.1007/s11661-015-2824-5
� The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society and ASM International 2015

I. INTRODUCTION

INTENSE vibration of the liquid metal during so-
lidification is known to refine microstructure, remove
trapped gas, and reduce porosity.[1–3] Vibration can be
achieved through various means: shaking the crucible,
inserting a mechanical stirrer in the melt or, more
commonly, using an ultrasonic horn e.g., in the DC
casting of aluminum ingots.[3] In ultrasonic processing,
frequencies around 20 kHz were found to be the most
effective,[3] a fact attributed to the onset of cavitation.
Gas micro-bubbles exist in the liquid either due to
dissolved gases coming out of solution as the melt cools
(e.g., H2 in Al), air trapped with oxides during mold
filling, or gas attached to the surface of immersed
particles. Bubbles, subjected to an imposed pressure
sine-wave, first expand to many times their original size
and then collapse violently generating high speed micro-
jets and shock waves. These events fragment emerging
dendrites, or facilitate the breakup and dispersion of
particle clusters to generate nucleation sites. Evidence of
cavitation has been seen in situ recently,[4] found in post-
solidification analyses and further shown to depend on a
critical pressure threshold.[3] Of relevance to the present
study, ultrasonic processing is one of the candidate
techniques for the production of MMNCs.

There are, however, several disadvantages in immersive
stirring/vibration techniques: contact with the liquid
metal leads to contamination of the melt and conversely
erosion of the immersed probe surface, requiring frequent
replacement. These problems are limiting when the
technology is to be applied to high temperature alloys

(ODS steel, nickel superalloys) or to highly reactive
metals (Ti, Zr). Another limiting factor of the immersed
sonotrode approach is the localized effect of the cavita-
tion region, which leads to long processing times, high
cost/energy usage and consequently small treatment
volumes. EM induction is an attractive alternative. It
provides melt stirring and heat. What is overlooked is the
ability of the AC component of the induced Lorentz force
to generate a strong sound field within the melt,
equivalent to that produced by an immersed sonotrode,
but without contact. Vives[5] was the first to investigate
experimentally such a non-contact technique, using a
combination of static and AC magnetic fields. Other
investigators followed this lead, used different configura-
tions; for AlSi hypereutectic alloys,[3,6] for gray ironmelts
and aluminum alloys.[7] In each case, different thresholds
of pressure amplitude were found to be necessary and a
range of frequencies was used from 50 to 50 kHz. There
has been no systematic study of the sound field generated
in these situations, which led us in a previous publica-
tion,[8] to examine the sound field generated by the
cylindrical induction coil in an induction crucible, cou-
pling the compressible sound wave equations with the
pressure source generated by the electromagnetic field
and the Rayleigh–Plesset equations for cavitating bub-
bles. This simulation demonstrated that pressure ampli-
tudes likely to cause cavitation of dissolved gas can be
generated, provided the AC frequency is tuned to
approach wave resonant conditions—a similar conclu-
sion was reached by Vives, who considered the design of a
resonant EM cavity reproduced in Figure 1 for this
purpose.[5] In the present contribution,we extend this idea
via the introduction of a tuned top coil* gradually inserted

into the liquid metal volume, but nevertheless still using
EM repulsion to prevent contact with the metal. In this
very close proximity to the surface, intense vibrations and
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melt stirring can be produced which can be controlled via
the depth of immersion, current magnitude, and frequen-
cy. The concept is tested theoretically in this contribution
through a coupled MHD-acoustic numerical simulation.
Experimental implementation is currently in progress and
results will follow in a future publication.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows:
The problem to be addressed is described, followed by
the sets of coupled equations describing the flow, heat
transfer, magnetic and sound fields. Illustrative results
of simulations using aluminum melts are then given,
followed by discussion and conclusions.

II. PROBLEM SETUP

A typical ceramic induction crucible is shown in
Figure 2, together with two alternative EM excitation
coil arrangements. The cylindrical induction coil and the

top coil can be operated independently of each other
and at different frequencies. The function of the
cylindrical coil remains that of heating and stirring,
while the top coil is there to provide controlled
vibration. The top coil is allowed to move vertically so
that it can gradually enter the melt, forming a depres-
sion in the free surface. In reality, both coils contribute
to the sound field within the melt. The ceramic crucible
is enclosed in a graphite container that is itself sur-
rounded by the coil. The crucible is filled with alu-
minum.
The flow and thermal fields resulting from the EM

force and Joule heating are solved using an incompress-
ible spectral collocation technique, assuming harmonic
averaging for mean values as described in previous
publications.[9,10] Time accurate information is extracted
within each AC cycle once a pseudo-steady condition is
reached, to enable the driving sound source evaluation
for the compressible acoustic simulation.

III. MODELING APPROACH

Due to the different timescales involved, the mean
flow and sound propagation problems are treated in
sequence, in the following fashion:
(i) The mean flow is computed until pseudo-steady

conditions are reached, with a timestep dictated by the
need to resolve inertial flow oscillations and solidifica-
tion dynamics. (ii) This is followed by much shorter
timesteps that resolve EM Lorentz force oscillations
within the driving frequency period. (iii) In steps (i)–(ii),
the problem is assumed incompressible; for sound field
calculations, compressibility is introduced and the wave
equations are solved with the body forces computed in
(ii) acting as boundary conditions providing the sourceFig. 1—A resonant EM cavity idea, reproduced from Vives.[5]
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Fig. 2—Two alternative arrangements for melt stirring and vibration of the melt. The computed velocity and temperature fields are shown, with
the LHS figure representing a traditional arrangement with a cylindrical coil (2 kHz, 1.6 kA); the RHS figure depicts the new concept of the im-
mersed top coil operating at 10 kHz.
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of sound. (iv) The frequency and amplitude of the
external excitation can be tuned to reach the pressure
fluctuation levels where cavitation of any gas dissolved
in the melt becomes a possibility. Where such a
threshold is reached, a separate Rayleigh–Plesset type
equation[11] may be used to determine the effects of
cavitation on nucleation sites or on particle cluster break
up. Step (iv) does not form part of this paper, details can
be found instead in Lebon et al.[12]

IV. MHD FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER

The time-dependent conservation equations for mass,
momentum, and energy are solved, accounting for the
effects of electromagnetic interaction and change of
phase. An in-house software code ‘SPHINX’ solves the
equations numerically using a spectral collocation
method on a continuously deformable mesh coincident
with the metal volume as described in Pericleous et al.[9]

The method allows real-time deformation of the liquid
free surface based on the balance of forces acting. A
description of the main equations follows:

Momentum

@tvþ ðv � rÞv ¼ �q�1rpþr � ðmeðrvþrvTÞÞ
þ q�1fm þ SD; ½1�

where fm is the volumetric electromagnetic force and SD

a ‘Darcy’ resistance term introduced to account for the
phase change ‘mushy’ zones and to stop flow in
solidifying regions.

Continuity for an incompressible fluid

r � v ¼ 0 ½2�

The boundary conditions are the no-slip condition at the
solid walls (v = 0) or the free surface dynamic and
kinematic conditions when the liquid metal is detached
from the solid wall (see[9,10] for details).

Energy conservation

@ðqCpTÞ
@t

þrðqCpvTÞ ¼ rðkeffrðTÞÞ þ qe þ qL ½3�

The last two terms in Eq. [3] represent Joule heating,
qe and latent heat release, qL.

qe ¼
J2

r
; qL ¼ � @

@t
qfLLð Þ � r: qvfLLð Þ ½4�

The liquid fraction is defined as a function of T:

fL ¼
1 T>TL liquid

T�TS

TL�TS

� �

TS � T � TL mushy zone

0 T<TS solid

8

<

:

½5�

Then,

SD ¼ l

K
v; K ¼ f3L

f 1� fLð Þ2
: ½6�

Heat transfer boundary conditions are stated for free
surface radiation and wall loss, also described in
Reference 10. The effective heat transfer at solid walls
is then given by �qCpae @n T ¼ hðT� TwÞ, where h(T) is
the heat transfer coefficient, and at the free surface the
radiation condition is used: �qCpae @n T ¼
erbðT4 � T4

wÞ, with ae being the turbulent thermal
diffusion coefficient.
Turbulence is modeled using the k–x model of

Wilcox:[13]

@tkþ v � rk ¼ r � ½ðmþ rkmTÞrk� þ G� b�xk
@txþ v � rx ¼ r � ½ðmþ rxmTÞrx� þ a x

k
G� bx2

mT ¼ a� k
x

9

=

;

;

½7�

where x is the frequency of vorticity fluctuations and k
the turbulence kinetic energy per unit mass, and the
various constants are functions of RT, the local turbu-
lent Reynolds number (see Wilcox[13]).
The electromagnetic field distribution is computed

according to the mutual inductance algorithm described
in detail in References 10, 14. The method was tested
against analytic solutions and against experimental
measurements e.g., in an In-Ga-Sn melt[14] and else-
where. The magnetic field B and the electric current at
any time instant can be expressed analytically in terms
of elliptic functions without the need for numerical
differentiation, once the solution for the magnetic vector
potential is obtained in the nodes of the numerical mesh.
In the case of a moving coil and a deformable free
surface, the magnetic field needs to be continuously
recomputed with the geometrical change.
The numerical solution procedure starts with the solid

metal charge at room temperature, then continuous to
the melting stage and the dynamic evolution of the flow
and energy transport until a quasi-steady state is
achieved. In the majority of the calculations initial
preheat of the aluminum to 973 K (700 �C) is used in
order to speed up the procedure.
Typical quasi-steady state flow fields are shown in

Figure 2. The left picture shows the induced stirring
generated by the side cylindrical heating coil. A single
toroidal vortex dominates the flow field and the free
surface develops a pronounced dome shape due to the
radially compressive Lorentz force. Heat is generated by
the induced current and lost to the surroundings by
radiation on the top surface and to the walls according
to wall loss functions. The EM mixing maintains a
temperature differential between the top and bottom of
the melt, where solidification starts if the side coil
heating is optionally switched off.
The left picture in Figure 2 shows the difference in

melt behavior as the top coil is gradually lowered into
the crucible. The top surface is depressed by electro-
magnetic repulsion—so contact with the melt is avoided
under normal operating conditions! Mixing is now
enhanced (maximum velocity grows from 0.1 to 0.8 m/
s) with the appearance of a strong vortex surrounding
the region closest to the coil. This would also be the
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region of strongest vibration leading to a sound field
equivalent to that induced by an immersed sonotrode,
but without metal contact. Since the two coils have
different functions they can operate at different frequen-
cies, in this case 2 and 10 kHz. The 10 kHz value was
selected to reproduce a 20 kHz vibration, typical of
sonotrode ultrasonic treatment as explained below.

A. Theoretical Analysis for the Time-Dependent EM
Force in 1d

To demonstrate the approach used to extract the
sound source, we consider the case of a long cylindrical
crucible coaxially surrounded by a cylindrical coil. Since
the cylinder radius is much larger than the EM skin-
layer depth d, the wall can be approximated to a flat
surface. Then locally, the harmonic AC magnetic field
due to the frequency x can be represented as

B ¼ BR cosxtþ BI sinxt; ½8�
where

BR ¼ Boe
�x

d cos
x

d
; BI ¼ Boe

�x
d sin

x

d
; ½9�

x is the coordinate measured from the external wall in-
wards into the conducting medium. The associated AC
current in the liquid is

J ¼ JR cosxtþ JI sinxt; ½10�

JR ¼ r
x

2
d BR þ BIð Þ; JI ¼ r

x

2
dð�BR þ BIÞ: ½11�

Then, the Lorentz force on liquid is

F ¼ J � B ¼ �Fþ ~F; ½12�
which can be decomposed in the time-averaged force
over a period:

�F ¼ 1

2
JRBR þ JIBIð Þ ¼ 1

2ld
B2
oe

�2x
d ½13�

and the time-dependent component:

~F ¼ 1

2ld
B2
oe

�2x
d

ffiffiffi

2
p

cos 2xt� 2
x

d
þ p

4

� �

: ½14�

Note, the oscillating part of the Lorentz force doubles
the supply frequency. The resulting sinusoidal force is
shown graphically in Figure 3. It is evident that the
force is only significant in the outermost part of the skin
layer, decaying rapidly away from the wall at a
frequency of 20 kHz. There is also a gradual change of
phase through the skin layer.
The observations from this idealized 1D problem are

valid in a realistic crucible simulation as shown in
Figure 4, which shows the instantaneous force under the
top coil and the pressure variations induced in the top of
the crucible. The signal decays rapidly away from the
surface and walls. The time-averaged part of the force
field was used to model the incompressible flow and
temperature distribution shown in Figure 2. The time-
dependent part of the force field is then coupled with a
simplified compressible fluid model for the sound wave
simulation as shown in the following section.

V. EM SOUND GENERATION

The sinusoidal excitation provided by the Lorentz
force is the source of vibration, hence sound in the
liquid.

A. Linearized Euler Equations for Sound in Liquids

The generation of sound waves by the alternating
magnetic force was simulated using a Computational
Acoustics approach.[15] The equation of mass continuity
and the simplified momentum equations (compressible,
but no convection or viscous terms), yield the following
equations:

@p

@t
þ qc2

@~v

@x
¼ 0; q

@~v

@t
þ @p

@x
¼ f; f ¼ Fj j � �F: ½15�

This system of 1st order partial differential equations
was discretized onto a fully-staggered mesh formed of
the spatial axis x and the temporal axis t. The acoustic
pressure values p were stored on the cell faces of this
mesh and the acoustic velocity perturbations ~v were in
the cell centers in the middle of each timestep—this leads
to the ‘leap frog’ numerical scheme shown in Fig-
ure 5.[15] The time-dependent component of the force f
per unit volume from [14] was evaluated in the ‘v’
positions and added to the right-hand side of the
momentum equation. The scheme is 4th order accurate.

VI. SOUND FIELD RESULTS

In the following figures, samples of computed 3-
dimensional sound fields obtained in the aluminum
crucible of Figure 2 using side and top coils are shown.
Sound fields are compared with those obtained from a
traditional immersed sonotrode operating at 20 kHz. Fast

Fig. 3—EM force in liquid Al at four positions away from the sur-
face at 20 kHz.
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Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis of the pressure signals
at various locations in the crucible allows comparison of
numerical simulations against analytic solutions.

Figure 6 shows a typical pressure map excited by the
top coil at an AC frequency of 10 kHz. The acoustic
boundary conditions at the walls and the bottom of the
crucible are perfectly reflecting, while the boundary
condition at the top free surface is a ‘zero pressure’,
which causes inversion of the pressure of the reflected
wave.

The instantaneous pressure map reveals alternating
high and low pressure regions at a particular timestep.
Several frequencies are excited by the input signal as can
be seen more clearly by the pressure trace along the axis
of the crucible. Figure 7 shows the frequency content of
the signal, obtained by FFT analysis. The strongest peak
is at the driving frequency, 20 kHz. However, there are
several natural harmonics excited in the range between 3

and 50 kHz. The corresponding peaks are given in
Table I. There is a striking correspondence between the
numerical and theoretical values, obtained for the up-
down mode of oscillation according to the relationship
f ¼ nc

4L
; n ¼ 1; 3; 5; . . . ; where c is the speed of sound

(assumed 4500 m/s) and L is the mean height of the
liquid metal level (assumed L=0.33 m). Considering the
vessel is slightly conical and the resolution of this
particular FFT implementation is 97 Hz, the agreement
is quite satisfactory.
Resonance can be easily reached by frequency tuning

to achieve pressure thresholds relevant for cavitation.
Recognizing that uncontrolled increase in amplitude
may damage the crucible, a near-resonant condition
may be preferable, indicated by the characteristic beat
(at ±10 pct frequency shift) shown in Figure 8.
It is instructive to compare the contactless and the

immersed sonotrode sound fields in the same geometry,
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Fig. 5—Staggered grid discretization for sound calculations.
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and that is demonstrated in Figure 9. The general
patterns of peaks and troughs are similar, produced by
standing waves generated by reflection from the crucible
walls in a horizontal mode and the base and free surface
in a vertical mode. It can also be seen that at the settings
given the vibrating sonotrode produces higher pressure
amplitudes, by a factor of three.

Changing the AC supply frequency can alter the sound
field quite dramatically, since the wavelength can couple
preferentially to either the longitudinal, or the lateral
dimensions of the vessel. Figure 10, shows the substantial
difference in sound pressure patterns between
1 kHz—good for mixing, and 20 kHz, thought to be

best for cavitation. Furthermore, the 20 kHz case pro-
duces acoustic pressure levels that are higher by two
orders of magnitude, firmly in the cavitation level regime.
Figure 11 depicts the sound field generated by the

immersed coil (RHS) as well as the surface depression and
stirring caused by its presence (LHS). Themiddle pictures
show the sound ‘beat’ caused by the near-resonant
condition at two different locations in the core of the
crucible with the figure below showing how the driving
frequency excites resonance at two adjacent peaks. These
peaks are due to the slightly conical form of the crucible
and disappear when the crucible becomes cylindrical.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown through a combination of MHD
and Computational Acoustic simulations that EM
induction can be used as a contactless replacement of
the mechanical sonotrode. Then,

1. the mean EM force acts in a thin ‘skin’ layer and
promotes bulk mixing (which a mechanical sono-
trode does not!);

2. the sinusoidal part of the force is responsible for
the sound waves produced;

3. the AC frequency can be adjusted to produce near-
resonance pressure amplitudes for cavitation (e.g.,
so as to disperse particle clusters); and

(a) (b)

Fig. 6—Top coil active (a) Pressure contours showing alternating regions of low and high pressure in the crucible, caused by the action of main-
ly horizontally oriented waves (b) Corresponding pressure variation along the crucible centerline.

Fig. 7—Frequency spectrum of the sound signal at a central location
in the crucible.
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4. the geometry of the vessel (and liquid level) will de-
termine the pattern of sound waves produced and
the resonant modes excited.

The EM ‘‘sonotrode’’ concept is contactless, therefore,

1. can be used for high temperature metals (Ni, Ti,
etc.) with a water-cooled coil,

Table I. Comparison of Theoretical and Numerical Harmonics Excited by the Top Coil Operating at 20 kHz in Aluminum

n 1 3 5 7 9 11

f Theoretical 3409 10,227 17,045 23,864 30,682 37,500
f Numerical 3860 10,387 17,097 23,899 30,609 37,319

Radial distance 

from axis

Ti
me

Fig. 8—Near-resonance operation with 10 pct frequency shift (left) of cylindrical aluminum crucible, showing the development of standing waves
(right).

Top coil

Scale: ±50kPa

Sonotrode

Scale: ±150kPa

Fig. 9—Comparison of 20 kHz sound fields generated by the top coil (left) with those of traditional immersed sonotrode (middle). The graph on
the right compares the variation of the sound pressure along the central axis of the crucible.
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Fig. 10—EM Acoustic field, the difference between 1 kHz (left) and 20 kHz (right).

Fig. 11—(a) Crucible, inductive melt heating and stirring, (b) Sound wave ‘beat’ as forcing frequency approaches resonance, (c) Acoustic pres-
sure spectrum—multiple peaks due to conical crucible design, (d) Instantaneous sound field.
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2. avoids contamination of melt,
3. can fit in with existing induction coil arrangements,

and
4. a practical implementation in the form of an im-

mersed top coil has been shown to mimic the op-
eration of an immersed sonotrode.

Work is currently in progress to test this setup
experimentally, within the framework of the EU-funded
project ExoMet, for the production of light alloy metal
matrix nano-composites (MMNCs).
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